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Hone of the fine arts has done more to
develop in man the love of beauty than has
painting, which Ruskin called "a noble and
expressive language."
Classification. Considered in relation to
the subjects treated, painting may be divided
into decorative; historical; portrait; genre,
representing scenes of common or domestic
life; landscape, with seascape; architectural,
and still life, in the last of which are repre-
sented inanimate groups, such as vases or
fruits. According to the methods employed
in the practice of the art, it is termed oil,
water color, fresco, tempera or distemper,
and enamel painting,) (Decorative works, us-
ually in fresco or tempera, but sometimes in
oil, are generally executed upon the walls,
ceilings or other parts of a building^) Up to
the fourteenth century ordinary paintings
in both oil and tempera were generally made
on wood panels, prepared with a coating of
size and white, and these are still sparingly
employed; but tightly stretched canvas, cov-
ered with a priming of size and white lead,
is now almost universally adopted as a sur-
face for oil painting. For water colors,
paper alone is employed.
Oil colors are colors ground with oil, and
water colors are those wherein gum and
glycerine have been used. Both are ground
solid, oil being used in the first case and
water in the second to thin out the colors
when on the palette. Fresco painting is exe-
cuted on wet plaster. In tempera the colors
are mixed with white; in encaustic, wax is
the medium employed, and in enamel the
colors are fired. Egyptian, Greek and early
Roman paintings were executed in tempera;
Byzantine art found its chief expression in
mosaics, though tempera panels were exe-
cuted and early Christian art up to and
partly including the fourteenth century
adopted this last method. The substance em-
ployed in mixing the colors was a mixture of
gum and white of egg, or the expressed juice
of fig tree shoots. The introduction of oil
painting was long attributed to the Yan
Eycks of Bruges (1380-1441), but painting
in oil is known to have been practiced at a
much earlier period, and it is now generally
held that the invention of the Van Eycks
was a drying substance with which to mix
or thin their colors.
Ancient Period. Painting first comes in-
to historical notice in Egypt in the nineteenth
century b. a, but the most flourishing period
 was between 1400 b. o. and 525 b. c. With
the Egyptians the art was the offspring of
religion and was, with sculpture, from which
it cannot be separated, subordinate to archi-
tecture. The paintings are found chiefly on
the walls of tombs and temples, but they are
also on mummy cases and rolls of papyrus.
They consist chiefly of the representation of
public events, sacrificial observances and the
affairs of everyday life. No attempt was
made to imitate nature, and the work was
executed according to strict rules, under the
supervision of the priesthood. The paint-
ings were usually not flat, but in low relief
or slightly sunk. The artists showed no
knowledge of perspective, but produced nat-
ural and lifelike pictures. The colors used
are very simple, but the effect is often har-
monious and beautiful.
The Greeks had a pretty legend about the
beginning of drawing and painting in their
country. A girl whose lover was going away,
and who was brokenhearted at losing him,
saw his shadow cast upon a wall and drew a
line about it, that she might have the
semblance of him with her always.
Painting never grew to the importance
in Greece that sculpture attained, but it as-
sumed two characteristic forms, besides the
painting of pictures. These were the decora-
tion of vases and the coloring of statues.
Great numbers of vases have been found,
mostly in tombs, and these give us a very clear
idea of what the vase painting was. Some of
the figures on the earliest, crudest vases are
simply outlines of men and of animals rough-
ly drawn, showing little lifelikeness. Later
the art grew, and some of the vases which
are decorated with pictures representing
stories from mythology are really exquisite.
It is only comparatively recently that it
has been known that the Greeks used to color
their statues. From most of the recovered
sculpture the coloring has worn off, and thus
the finders have always taken it for granted
that white was the original color. It was
not the common practice, apparently, to use
a flesh color on the statues, though rare ex-
amples of that have been found; but the
hair and lips and eyes and clothing were
painted. Care was not always taken to
make the colors lifelike; horses were some-
times made blue, and lions red.
We possess almost no fragments of Greek
pictures but ancient writers have left as-
surance that the Greek painters were mas-

